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Archaeometric investigation of pottery from the Thracian town 
Deultum (IV.-IV. C. BB) 

L. KULEFF, R. DJINGOYA, P. BALABANOY 

Abstract 

Deultum is located in the south-eastern Bulgaria and there are a Iot of evidences that it has 
played the role of a local centre during the Classical and Hellenistic periods. During 
archaeological ecxavations an anormous number of amphorae has been discovered there. 
Using instrumental neutron activation analysis the content of 25 elements is determined in 52 
stamped pottery findings . On the basis of similarity in the chemical composition the 
investigation findings are classified into 6 groups and the mean chemical composition is 
calculated - these are the chemical profiles of the pottery orginating from Thasos, Chios, 
Rhodes and local production. Some imitations of stamped amphorae from Heraclea Pontica 
are established. 

Introduction 

Pottery is among the most distributeJ archaeological findings which is used for evaluation of 
the social and culturallevel of ancient civilizations. Ceramic vessels have been used not only 
in housholds but also for storage and transportation of different goods: cerials, fruits, fish, meat 
etc. Usually for such purpuses the different types of amphorae have been used, which were 
produced in many centres of the ancient world. The investigation of the distribution of these 
vessels is one of the ways to study the economical and cultural connections, and trade routes 
between different regions, towns and people in the Hellenistic and Roman time (s.e.g. Bon et 
al. 1957, Boerker 1974, 1983, Empereur 1982, Getov 1995, Grace 1947, 1949, Grakov 1926, 
Koehler 1978, Lazarov 1975, 1977, 1980, 1982, Mirchev 1958). Major role for such 
investigations play the amphorae, whose origin is certified by stamps. Such pottery may be 
traced directly back to the respective producing centre thanks to the typical stamps which are 
interpreted and deciphered as trade marks of the producing centres. Some of the stamps 
however present symbols without any inscription and direct deciphering of their origin is quite 
impossible. On the other hand it is known for example that while the production of Rhodes 
has been systematically stamped, that of Thassos is stamped only on 50 % of the cases whi1e 
in Koss and Knidos stamps have been on1y sporadically used. 

Therefore a number of archaeometric studies have been devoted to investigation of the 
chemical profile of ceramic products, stamped with characteristic symbols, whose origin is 
known (Arie1 et al. 1984, Gunneweg and Perlman 1984, Gunneweg and Yellin 1990, Jones 
1986, Slusallek et al. 1983). Afterwards the results permit to determine the place of production 
of vessels, stamped with symbols whose meaning and significance are unknown and cannot 
be attributed to a certain producing centre. Additionally this approach permits to evaluate 
relatively precisely the volume of import from different centres. At present the geography of 
these investigations includes the territory of present Israel (Arie! et al. 1984, Gunneweg and 
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Perlman 1984, Gunneweg and Yellin 1990), and Turkey (Slusallek et al. 1983) and findings 
are analyzed whose origin is connected with the Greek islands Rhodes (Gunneweg and Yellin 
1990, Jones 1986, Slusallek et al. 1983), Chios, Kos and Thassos (Gunneweg and Yellin 1990, 
Jones 1986, Slusallek et al. 1983), Creta (Jones 1986) and Knidos (Gunneweg and Yellin 1990, 
Jones 1986), North Greece and Africa (Jones 1986). However the geographic di stribution of 
stamped vessels is much !arger. 

The aim of the present study is to extend the geography of stamped ceramic vessels from the 
classical period by investigating stamped ceramic findings, excavated in the Thracian town 
Deutturn situated in south-eastern part of present Bulgaria very near to the Black Sea (see 
Fig.1). The town has played an important roJe in the trade communications between Thrace 
and the Greek towns as weil as island countries (Balabanov 1983). 

Background 

The river Sredezka flows into the westend of the most southern of the Bourgas lakes, called 
Mandrensko. A Iot of archaeological sites have been discovered along the river banks. 
Chronologicaly they extend from Il milenium B.C. to XIII c. A.D. A centrat place among them 
occupy the ruins of the ancient town Deutturn (present name- Debelt) where the earliest were 
the ruins of the settelment from the late bronze age and the tatest- church from IX-XI c.A.D. 
The Mandrensko Iake has originated from a firth, which has gone swampy during the middle 
ages (Ba labanov 1983). According numerou s convincing written and archaeological 
information the firth has been navigable during ancient times and the ships has reached 15 km 
inwards, west from the real sea coast. Simultaneously there are a Iot of evidences that Deutturn 
has played the roJe of a local centre during the classical and Hellenistic periods (Balabanov 
1985). 

Archaeological excavations in this region have been performed during the 80-ies. The 
investigated sites chronologically cover the period from the second millenium B.C. to 18 c. 
A.D. The largest number offindings were discovered in "Kostadin cheshma", near Debelt. The 
investigated findings were found in ritual pits and belong to two chronological groups: VII
VI c. B.C. and IV c. B.C. (During the following years a Iot of such sites have been excavated 
in Bulgaria). There has been no human interference after the rituals and the filling up of the 
pits . An anormous number of fragments and whole vessels has been established which 
according to the amphorae bottoms amount to 6000. About several hundreds of the vessels 
bottoms are covered with black gloss. Along the imported pottery fragments and whole vessels 
others were discovered either handmade or by a potter's wheel, which typologically have been 
determined as local production. 

The location of ancient Deultum determines its roJe as a "door" towards the interior of Thrace 
for the goods from the island countries (although there are a Iot of evidences about the 
penetration ofThasos by land- Domaradsky 1995, Getov 1995). The rote ofthe town as a trade 
mediator is the basis of the interest for a more profound investigation of the archaeological 
materials, excavated in Debelt. 
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Experimental 

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALYZED SAMPLES. Out of the 52 analyzed findings 49 
were discovered during excavations in the region of the Thracian town Deultum and 3 in 
the Thracian village (V-III c.B.C.) near Veliko Tarnova (Angelov 1973) (see Fig.l). Short 
description and pictures of some of the findings are presented in the Appendix. 

2. Sampling and sample preparation. Sampies of about 0.1-1 gare taken from different points 
of the finding using a core drill. The samples are additionally homogenized in an agate 
mortar. 

3. Method of analysis . The chemical composition of the investigated pottery samples has been 
determined by INAA (Kuleff et al. 1986, Kuleff and Djingova 1990). About 0.1 g of the 
powdered sample is sealed in a polyethelene vialand tagether with standards (IAEA-SRM
SL-1 and IAEA-SRM-Soil-5) are irradiated with a neutron flux of 1.1012 cm-2.s-l for 12 
h. In this case apart of the scheme for INAA of pottery, proposed by Kuleff et al. , 1986, 
is used, which permits the determination of the concentration of 25 elements: As, Au, Ba, 
Br, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Eu, Fe, Hf, K, La, Lu, Na, Nd, Rb, Sb, Sc, Sm, Ta, Tb, Th, U, and Yb 

Gamma-spectrometry of the irradiated samples is done using HP Ge detector (energy 
resolution I .8 keV and efficiency 15% for 1332.5 keV) . 

Interpretation of the analytical results is performed using the Brookhaven program package 
(Sayre 1988). 

Results 

The analytical results have been subjected to cluster analysis in order the investigated findings 
tobe classified on the basis of similarity in the chemical composition. The data about Au, Br, 
Ta, Tb, and U were not used in the mathematical interpretation bacause results were not 
available for all samples and for As, Ba, and Sb, because of bad reproducibility. The results 
from the duster analysis are presented in Table 1 where the 6 groups, formed on the basis of 
similarity in the chemical composition are given. 

Members of the first cluster are 11 findings, whose origin according the typological 
classification is the following : 8 findings 425 .DEB, 433.DEB, 434.DEB, 435.DEB, 436.DEB, 
438.DEB, 444.DEB, 453.DEB are local production and 425.DEB is a representative of the so 
called "Thracian gray pottery", the local origin of which is doubtless (Zontzev 1959). One 
finding ( 446.DEB) is presumed tobe imported but the place of production is unknown. Finding 
430.DEB is also presumably imported and it is made in the style of the pottery, produced in 
the western regions of the Ionian Sea, while finding 451.DEB is in the style of the so called 
"Megara pottery" and presumably originating from the town of Megara in Athika - the most 
serios rival of Athens in the export of pottery. Having in mind the results from cluster analysis 
however we accept that the whole group is of local origin. 

The second cluster includes 7 findings with presumahly different origin- local, Thasos, J .es
bos and Samos. In this case we are not able to decide the origin of the pottery vessels. 

Cluster 3 is perhaps the most interesting group from the standpoint of the typological 
classification of stamped pottery, found along the Black Sea. Members ofthisduster are 9 
findings. Three ofthem (439.DEB, 442.DEB, 443.DEB) are typologically presumed tobe local 
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production. One ofthem (443.DEB) being representative ofthe typical Thracian gray pottery 
mentioned above (see Zontzev 1959). Sampie 383.DEB, which is modern pottery from this 
region and sample 440.DEB, which is decorated with a stamp, typical for the production of 
ancient Apolonia Pontica (todays Sozopol). On the basis of the results from duster analysis 
we accept that the findings from this group have been locally produced. Members ofthisduster 
however are two more samples (365.DEB, 38l.DEB) which according the assumption of the 
Russian archaeologist Grakov, made 70 years ago (Grakov 1926), are presumed tobe produced 
in Heradea Pontica (present Turkish town Eregli on the south coast of the Black Sea - see 
Fig.1 ). The formation ofthisduster shows that imitations of Heradea Pontica amphorae have 
been made in Apolonia (present Sozopol), located very near to Deutturn (present Debelt- see 
Fig.1). 

Members of duster 4 are the three Rhodian amphorae excavated in Veliko Tarnovo (25l .VT, 
252.VT, 253.VT) and 5 samples from Deultum (35l.DEB , 357.DEB, 370.DEB, 379.DEB, 
380.DEB - see pictures in Appendix) for which the typological analysis could not determine 
any place of production . Their grouping with the Rhodian amphorae makes us presume their 
common Rhodian origin. 

On the other hand samples 366.DEB, which has a typical Rhodian stamp, is an outlier and is 
not grouped together with any other sample on the basis of the similarity in the chemical 
composition. 

Cluster 5 includes 3 samples two ofwhich (44I.DEB, 452.DEB) are typologically presumed 
to originated from Chios and on this basis the group is accepted tobe a representative of the 
Chios pottery, most probably used for trnsport of the famous wine from Chios. 

The last duster includes 6 samples which typologically are definitely originating from Tha
sos (349.DEB, 352.DEB, 354.DEB, 359.DEB, 360.DEB, 360.DEB) and three more samples 
(353 .DEB, 356.DEB, 378.DEB) with unknown origin. Sampie 448.DEB was typologically 
considered as being produced in the style of Chios pottery, but we accept the whole dusteras 
difinitely originating from Thasos. 

On the basis of the grouping afterduster analysis (Table 1), the mean chemical composition 
of the dusters is calculated. The results are presented in Table 2 and these are the chemical 
profiles of the groups, gi ven in Table 1. Besides the concentration of the elements, used for 
dassification of the investigated findings on the basis of the similarity in the chemical 
composition in Table 2 the data for As, Ba, Br, and U arealso induded. The value ofthe relative 
standard deviation (RSD) for each statistically significant group is calculated too. 

Discussion 

The calculated RSD-values could be used for evaluation of the tightness of the dusters . For 
most of the determined elements the RSD-value is resonable for such kind of grouping, but 
the variation for some of the elements (As, Ba, Br, Nd, Sb, Ta and U) is ]arge. That should no 
be disturbing, because deviations from the same order as weil as !arger than these presented 
in Table 2 are observed for the same elements by other authers as well (see discution in 
Djingova and Kuleff 1991). 

The chemical profiles, presented in Table 2, were used for comparison with Iiterature data for 
the chemical composition of amphorae from Thasos, Rhodes, Chios and some other probable 
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production cetres from the Aegian region published by Gunneweg et al. 1990, and Slusallek 
et al. 1983. The comparison was done using the Welch-test (see e.g. Doerffel 1990, p.117) after 
introducing correction for the accuracy ofthe analysis. The possibility for a COJTect comparison 
is given by the analysis we have performed of the SRM 's (Djingova et al. 1990), used by 
Gunneweg and Yellin (1990) for investigation of stamped Hellenist ic pottery. The same 
procedure could not be used in the comparison of our data to the results of Slusallek et 
al.(l983), as weil as between Slusallek et al. (1983) and Gunneweg and Yellin (1990) due to 
Iack of information in the publication of Slusallek et al. (1983). Part of the results of this 
comparison are illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.3 and may summarized in the following way: 

1. A significant coincidence is established in the chemical profiles of the pottery from Tha
sos, analyzed by Slusallek et al. , 1983 and of cluster 6 in Table 2. Thus the results in Table 
2 for Hellenistic pottery from Thasos extends the number of chemical elements, 
characterizing this production. 

2. Three groups of Hellenistic pottery with different chemica1 composition are established 
from Rhodes (one in this work and other two in Gunneweg and Yellin 1990, and Slusallek 
et al. 1983). The Welch-test (although the number of chemical elements for comparison 
is limited) proves statistically significant discrepancy for a !arge number of elements (see 
Fig.2 and 3). This result actually confirms the conclusions in Jones ( 1986, p.738) about 7 
chemical groups of Hellenistic pottery from Rhodes. 

The results from the multivariate analysispermit also to make conclusions, important for the 
archaeological interpretation of some of the investigated findings . 

The fact that in the first cluster along with the local pottery, presumably imported findings are 
classified, means that in the period IV -IJI c. B.C. imitations of the weil known Megara and 
Ionian type of pottery have been made. Simultaneously the content of the first cluster reveals 
the variety of the local pottery production, where besides vessels used in housholds (pots and 
dishes) also such ones, used by the nobility (like bottles for balsam) are included. 

The typological assumption that findings 365 .DEB and 381.DEB belong to the production of 
Heraclea Pontica was not enough to determine the whole cluster 3 as characteristic 
representative ofthistype of pottery. The major reason for this decision isthat among the 
members of the group is sample 383.DEB, which is modern pottery, made in the present Debelt 
as weil as one representative of the "Thracean gray pottery" and several vessels of presumable 
local production. This result may be considered as an evidence that in Deultum amphorae were 
produced with stamps, imitating the stamps, characterizing the production ofHeraclea Pontica. 
This result indicates the necessity of revise some of the views on how the trademen from 
Heraclea Pontica occupy the markets along the Black Sea. 

By a profound study of the distribution of amphorae from Heraclea Pontica Lazarov 
established that the occupation of markets along the western coast of the Black Sea started from 
north to south, i.e. first the markets north from the Danube were occupied and then the 
trademen form Heraclea Pontica moved southward to Varna and Apolonia (Lazarov 1980). 
This conclusion was made by Lazarov only on the basis ofthe limited archaeological materials 
which were available in the 70-ies (306 amphorae findings). 

The excavations carried in the 80-ies in the region of Debelt and Sozopol changed drastically 
the concepts about the concentration of stamped amphorae from Heraclea Pontica along the 
western Black Sea coast. The number of amphorae along the southern Bulgarian Black Sea 
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coast is considerably more than those along the northern (Crimea) and north-western coast 
(Istria). Only during the excavations of "Kostadin cheshma" more than 1300 amphorae from 
this type were discovered. Along with this fact comes the result of the present investigation 
which establishes that amphorae with stamps of Heraclea Pontica have been produced in the 
region of Apolonia Pontica (Sozopol). These facts imply an reevaluation of the role of 
Apolonia Pontica in the trade between Thracean towns and Heraclea Pontica as weil as a 
revision of the ideas on on the routes of occupation of the Black Sea markets by Heraklea 
Pontica. 

The established local production of such stamped amphorae in Apolonia poses the question 
whether this has been organized by trademen from Heraclea Pontica or is simply an imitation 
of thesehigh quality goods. Having in mind that all investigated findings have been found in 
ritual pits we might presume that the local imitations were done to be used in the respective 
rituals. This hypothesis may be checked after an extended study of stamped amphorae from 
the regions of Apolonia Pontica and Deultum along with similar findings from Varna, Istria 
(Roumania) and the Crimean peninsula. (lt is a pity but excavations in the Turkish town Eragli 
have not been carried out yet and thus it is not possible to analyze original amphorae from 
Heraclea Pontica). 

The membership of representatives of the "Thracian gray pottery" in two different clusters 
means that an additional separate study of the Thracian gray pottery is necessary with the aim 
to objectively dassify the production of different centres. Additionally the grouping of 
findings from "Thracian gray pottery" tagether with other vessels indicates that the sametype 
of clay has been used for the production of vessels by different firing technologies. 

The forth duster, which indudes the thrcc findings from Tzarevetz (Veliko Tarnovo) , with 
Rhodian origin , together with the other findings from Deultum, is an evidence for the brisk 
trade with this Greek island (Lazarov 1977). This result permits to attribute to the Rhodian 
production such stamps as the ones on samples 35l.DEB, 357 .DEB, 370.DEB, 379.DEB (see 
Appendix 2), which were unknown to the typological analysis. Simultaneously one of the 
findings (366.DEB) with a stamp, deciphered as Rhodian, does not belong to this group. As 
far as the stamp is doubtless of Rhodian origin , this fact only proves the exestance of many 
chemical groups of Rhodian pottery (Jones 1986). (The comparison of the chemical 
composition of the finding using Welch-test with the data for Rhodian pottery obtained by 
Gunneweg and Yellin (1990) and Slusallek et al.(l983) was negative). 

Among the Medditerranian islands, which played important roJe in the distribution ofthe Greek 
culture to the so called peripheral world (where the people, inhabiting the Black Sea belong) 
Chios occupies a special position. Written evidences about the connections of Chios with the 
western coast of the Black Sea are stilllacking and only the pottery, found along the Black Sea 
indicates the participation of the island in the trade between these places and the ancient world 
(see Lazarov 1982). The findings from the fifth duster are the representatives of Chios pottery 
and permit the determination of its chemical profile. Data for the chemical composition of 
Chios pottery are given in Jones ( 1986) but a direct comparison with our data is not possible 
due to considerable difference in the determined elements. 

Thasos is one of the first !arge Greek production and trade centres, which penetrates rather early 
into the Western Black Sea coast (Domaradsky 1995, Getov 1995, Lazarov 1975, 1977, 1980, 
Mirtshev 1958) as weil as in the in land of Thracia. An expression of the presence of Thasos 
in Thrace are the findings, members of duster 6 in Table l. The formation of a statistically 
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significan Thasos group permits to identify the Thasos origin offindings stamped with various 
symbols (see Appendix 2) which were unknown to typological analysis. The comparison of 
our analytical results (Table 2) with the data of Slusallek et al. 1983 is presented in Fig.3 and 
confirms the Thasian origin of claster 6. The established deviations (see Fig. 3) in the 
concentration of three chemical elements (Co, Fe, K) is below l 0 , and that of Sc is 1.50, while 
of La and Th - 2.50. 

Conclusions 

The results of the present investigation of pottery from the Hellenistic period, excavated in 
Debelt permit to establish the chemical profile ofthe locally produced ceramies as weil as the 
existance of imitations of weil known styles (Megara, Ionian region). The imitations were 
consideredto be import by the typological analysis . The chemical profile of amphorae, 
produced in Thasos, Chios and Rhodes was also established and thus a number of stamps and 
symbol s was attributed to the production of these islands , which was not known to the 
typological analysis. This permits in future to objectively establish the origin of findings, 
produced in these important trade centres. 

Perhaps the most significant resu lt of this investigation is the establishing of imitations of the 
stamped amphorae of Heraclea Pontica. The Greek settelment was situated on the southern 
Black Sea coast and had been among the biggest exporters of wine and fruits for the weil 
known towns along the western and northern Black Sea coast. Our result - establishing of 
imitations, along with the archaeological information, already existing (an enormous number 
of such stampted amphorae along the southern Bulgarian Black Sea coast) poses the question 
about the role that Apolonia Pontica (present Sozopol, where most probably the imitations have 
been produced) played in the trade with Heraclea Pontica. An answer may be obtained after 
an extended study of stamped amphorae from the regions of the western Black Sea coast, 
which we shall start in the near future. 
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Table 1. Result of duster analysis. Membership of the analysed findings. 

Cluster Members 

425 .DEB, 430.DEB, 430.DEB, 434.DEB, 435.DEB, 

436.DEB, 438.DEB, 444.DEB, 446.DEB, 45l.DEB, 

453.DEB. 

2 350.DEB, 367.DEB, 368.DEB, 426.DEB, 

427.DEB, 429.DEB, 449.DEB. 

3 365.DEB, 381.DEB, 383.DEB, 439.DEB, 440.DEB, 

442.DEB, 443.DEB, 445 .DEB, 450.DEB. 

Statistical 
validation 

87 % 

99 % 

95 % 

4 251.VT, 252.VT, 253.VT, 351.DEB, 357.DEB, 370.DEB, 98 % 

379.DEB, 380.DEB. 

5 428.DEB, 44l.DEB, 452.DEB. 

6 349.DEB, 352.DEB, 353.DEB, 354.DEB, 356.DEB, 

359.DEB, 360.DEB, 364.DEB, 378.DEB, 448.DEB, 

outlayer 366.DEB 

100 % 

92 % 

Origin 

local 

? 

Apolonia 

Pontica 

Rhodes 

Chios 

Thasos 

Rhodes 
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Table 2. Chemical profi les of the investigated groups of archaeological pottery findings, 
excavated in Deultum. 

Ele- Cluster 1 RSD Cluster 2 RSD Cluster 3 RSD 

ment (n = 11 ) (%) (n = 7) (%) (n = 9) (%) 

As 11.7±7.8 66.7 12.8±8.5 66.4 8.8±3 60.2 

Ba 1030±1010 98.0 784±500 63.8 1330±1220 91.7 

Br 3.2±2.5 77 .5 8.6+6.9 80.3 5.2±4.1 78.2 

Ce 76.2±7.1 9.3 78.9±16.8 21.3 60.7±7.3 12.1 

Co 17.6±3.3 18.8 21.6±4.1 18.9 18.1±3.1 17.1 

Cr 87 .9±15.2 17.3 190.1±36.8 19.3 85.0±11.5 13.5 

Cs 6.0±1.4 23.1 6. 1±1 .9 32.1 5.1±1.0 20.2 

Eu 1.45±0.41 28.1 1.14±0. 19 16.8 1.07±0.33 30.8 

Fe (%) 3.83±0.45 11.7 3.98±0.55 13.8 4.24±0.76 17.9 

Hf 6.5±0.7 11.1 5.1±1.2 22.5 3.7±0.8 20.9 

K (%) 2.98±0.97 32.5 1.91±35.3 35.3 1.90±0.39 20.7 

La 39.0±1.9 4.9 33.6±1.9 5.5 28.7±5.2 18.0 

Lu 0.40±0.09 22.9 0.35±0.08 22.6 0.25±0.07 27.8 

Na(%) 1.13±0.24 21.4 1.33±0.3 1 23.4 0.97±0.18 18.2 

Nd 50.2± 15.7 31.3 42.3±19.3 45 .6 36.0±16.8 46.6 

Rb 123±38 31.2 105±18 17.6 97±28 29.1 

Sb 1.3±0.9 69.2 1.4±0.6 42.9 1.3±0.8 61.5 

Sc 14.2±1.9 13.6 15.7±2.8 17.6 15.7±2.9 18.4 

Sm 7.3±0.4 5.0 6.4±0.7 11.2 5.4±0.8 14.1 

Ta 1.02±0.47 45 .8 0.93±0.42 45.2 0.71±0.37 52.3 

Th 9.2±1 .6 17.1 11.4±4.6 40.3 6.9±1.4 20.8 

u 2.6±1.4 54.5 3.4±1.3 38.8 1.4±0.8 . 57.1 

Yb 3.3±0.6 18.0 3.2±0.8 25 .8 2.6±0.6 23 .5 
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Table 2. (continuation) 

Eie- Cluster 4 RSD Cluster 5 RSD Cluster 6 RSD 

ment (n = 8) (%) (n = 3) (%) (n = 10) (%) 

As 9.0±1.9 21.6 2.4±1.1 45 .8 2.0±1 .0 so 
Ba 1030±1080 104 464±66 47.3 1060±520 49 

Br 4.1±1.8 42.7 2.0±1.6 83.2 6.3±6.2 99 

Ce 60.0±6.6 11.1 40.7±2.1 5.1 99 .9±36.5 36.6 

Co 34.2±7.4 21.7 28.3±3 .2 11.3 20.9±3.9 18.7 

Cr 433 .6±99.3 22.9 414.3±21.0 5.1 194.7±88.0 45.2 

Cs 7.0±2.7 38 .0 8.2±1.3 16.2 16.5±6.2 37.8 

Eu 1.25±0.43 34.1 1.01±0.12 12.0 1.59±0.47 29.4 

Fe(%) 4.94±0.50 10.1 3.86±0.41 10.7 4.54±0.71 15.7 

Hf 4.5±1.0 21.4 4.0±0.8 18.9 5.5±2.0 36.7 

K (%) 2.02±0.59 29.3 2.13±0.86 40.4 2.80±0.74 26.4 

La 28.0±4.0 14.3 21.7±0.8 3.5 41.7±18.5 44.3 

Lu 0.34±0.12 34.8 0.30±0.07 22.4 0.35±0.08 22.3 

Na(%) 0.73±0.29 39.7 1.18±0.10 8.5 0.95±0.39 41.1 

Nd 27.5±16.1 58.6 35.7±17.2 48.1 47.0±26.7 56.8 

Rb 136±52 38.3 99±14 14 120±52 43 

Sb 1.3±0.6 49.0 0.6±0.2 33.3 2.0±0.7 36.4 

Sc 19.3±1.8 9.2 16.3±2.0 12.4 16.8±3.2 19.3 

Sm 5.1±0.4 7.3 4.0±0.3 7.7 6.7±1.8 26.6 

Ta 1.00±0.16 16.0 1.06±0.07 6.6 1.31±0.42 31.8 

Th 11.2± 1.9 16.9 5.6±0.1 1.8 19.2±8.3 43.1 

u 2.9±1.3 46.4 0.4±0.3 77.0 4±4 100 

Yb 3.0±0.7 22.3 1.9±0.3 17.9 3.5±1.4 38.9 

n = number of findings in the cluster. 
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BLACK SEA 

6 

Fig. 1. Map of part of the Balkan peninsula and the Black Sea and Aegien regions 
I = Deultum (Debelt); 2 = Apolonia Pontica (Sozopol); 3 = Bourgas; 4 = Veliko Tarnovo; 
5 = Varna; 6 = Heraklea Pontica (Eregli) ; 7 = Thasos; 8 = Lesbos; 9 = Chios; I 0 = Crimea; 
11 =Samos; 12 = Kos ; 13 Rhodes; 14 = Athens; 15 = Megara 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the chemical composition of Rhodian pottery, excavated in Jerusalem 
and Debelt. 

Rh(t.w.) = Rhodian pottery in this work 
Rh(Gun.) = Rhodian pottery in Gunneweg and Yellin 1990. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the chemical composition of pottery analyzed by different authors . 
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Rh(t.w.) = Rhodian pottery in this work 
Rh(Slus.) = Rhodian pottery in Slusallek et al.l983. 
Rh(Gun) = Rhodian pottery in Gunneweg and Yellin 1990. 
Th(t.w.) = Thasian pottery in this work 
Th(Slus.) = Thasian pottery in Slusallek et al.l983 
Kos(Slus) = Koan pottery in Slusallek et al.l983. 
Kos(Gun) = Koan pottery in Gunneweg and Yellin 1990. 



Appendix 1 

Short description of the investigated archaeological samples 

Lab. 
index 

25l.VT 

Description of findings. Dating. Localization, according 
typological classification 

Handle of an amphora. Stamp - inscription 

EITI<I>It1011AMOYAPTAMITIOY. IV c.B.C. Rhodes 

252.VT Handle of an amphora. Stamp- inscription. IV c.B.C. Rhodes . 

253.VT Handle of an amphora. Stamp. IV c.B.C. Rhodes. 

349.DEB Mouth and handle of an amphora. Stamp- mace of Heracle. Thasos 

350.DEB Handle of an amphora. Stamp- stylized image of bunch of grapes. Thasos 

35 l.DEB Mouth and handle of an amphora. Stamp- Ietter "A". 

352.DEB Mouth and handle of an amphora. Stamp - head of Hercale. End of IV c. 
B.C. Thasos. 

353 .DEB Mouth and handle of an amphora. Stamp- inscription. Middle of IV c.B.C. 
Unknown. 

354.DEB Handle of an amphora. Stamp- image of phallus. 360-340 B.C. Thasos. 

356.DEB Neck of an amphora . Stamp- inscription (badly preserved). IV c.B.C. 
Unknown. 

357.DEB Fragment of an amphora. Stamp- badly preserved. IV c.B.C. Unknown. 

359.DEB Handle of an amphora. Stamp- inscription : DA Y:EANI...H1 ... AMHNO:E 
around of image of lizard. 340-320 B.C. Thasos. 

360.DEB Handle of amphora. Part of a stamp- inscription: . .. ATIH:E ... AMINO:E . 
360-340 B.C. Thasos. 

364.DEB Neck of an amphora. Stamp- head of a man (Heracle ?); inscription : 
E>LIQN (other letters are illegibly) . Second half of IV c.B .C. Thasos. 

365.DEB Mouth and handle of an amphora. Stamp- inscription: [HPAK]AEL1A. 
350-330 B.C. Heraclea Pontica. 

366.DEB Mouth and handle of an amphora. Stamp. Second half of IV c.B.C. 
Rhodes (?). 

367.DEB Mouth and handle of an amphora. Stamp- circle. Unknown. 

368.DEB Mouth of an amphora. Stamp- two circles. Unknown. 

369.DEB Mouth of an amphora. Stamp- circle. Unknown. 

370.DEB Mouth of an amphora. Stamp- stylized leaf (blossom ?). Unknown. 

378.DEB Neck of an amphora. Stamp- Ietter "T". Unknown. 
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379.DEB Mouth of an amphora. Stamp- Ietter "A". Unknown. 

380.DEB Handle of an amphora. Stamp- inscription (illegibly) . Unknown. 

38l.DEB Neck of an amphora. Stamp- inscription: ~A<I>IIKP. 
350-330 B.C. Heraclea Pontica. 

383 .DEB Lid of a pot. Modern pottery. Local production. 

425.DEB Bottom of a bowl. Gray Thracian pottery. Middle ofiV c. B.C. Local production. 

426.DEB Bottom of a bowl. V c.B.C. Local production. 

427.DEB Mouth of a bowl. Engraved lines. VI c.B.C. Local production. 

428.DEB Mouth of an amphora. Unknown. 

429.DEB Mouth of an amphora. End of VI c. - beginning of V c.B.C. Samos(?). 

430.DEB Bowl. Varnish decoration. Middle of IV c.B .C. Western Ionian region (?) . 

433.DEB Mouth of a botle for balsam. Second half of IV c.B .C. Local production. 

434.DEB Mouth of a jag. V c.B.C. Unknown . 

435.DEB Mouth of a cup. VI-V c.B.C. Local production. 

436.DEB Mouth of a jag. Gray Thracian pottery. Local production. 

438.DEB Bottom of ajag. Second half of IV c.B.C. Local production. 

439.DEB Handle of a kantaros. Second half of IV c.B.C. Local production. 

440.DEB Wall of an amphora. Stamp - image of Gorgona Medu sa and circle. First 
half of IV c.B.C. Apolonia Pontica. 

441.DEB Neck of an amphora. White paint decoration. VII-VI c.B.C. Chios. 

442.DEB Mouth of a bowl. First half of IV c.B.C. Local production. 

443.DEB Mouth of a bowl. Gray Thracian pottery. VI-IV c.B.C. Local production 

444.DEB Mouth of a bowl. IV c.B .C. Local production. 

445.DEB Mouth of a bowl. Varnish decoration. IV c.B.C. Local production. 

446.DEB Wall of a kantaros. Second half of IV c.B.C. Unknown . 

448.DEB . Handle of an amphora. Dark brown varnish decoration. VI c.B .C. Chios. 

449.DEB Handle of a vessel. Unknown. 

450.DEB Bottom of an amphora. VI c.B.C. Unknown . 

451.DEB Wall of a bowl. Relefe decoration with palmete. Second half of IV c. 
B.C. Megara. 

452.DEB Mouth of an amphora. White paint decoration. VI c.B.C. Chios. 

453.DEB Bottle for balsam. IV c.B .C. Local production. 
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Appendix 2 

Picture of the investigated findings. 
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